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Abstract This article presents
a methodological approach to
the semantic description of
architectural elements based both
on theoretical reflections and
research experiences. To develop
this approach, a first process of
extraction and formalization of
architectural knowledge on the
basis of the analysis of architec-
tural treaties is proposed. Then,
the identified features are used to
produce a template shape library
dedicated to buildings surveying.
Finally, the problem of the over-
all model structuring and organ-
ization using semantic information
is addressed for user handling
purposes.
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1 Introduction
Studies on architectural heritage can be supported today
by three-dimensional reconstructions of real buildings.
The 3D digital model can bring an effective support to
documenting the current state of historical buildings and
also to create resources for the researchers who lead ana-
lyses on their historical evolution. With the purpose of
confirming this assumption, several problems must be ap-
proached. As a result of using instruments such as the laser
scanner for the building documentation, making the 3D
models of architectural elements focuses on automatic
procedures of reconstruction which consist primarily in
a geometrical interpolation of metric data [27]. However,
the objective of an architectural representation is to lead
a semantic reading of the recorded data through the geo-
metrical interpretation of the shape it describes. So, in
order to attain these objectives, the process of three-
dimensional restitution of an observed reality must neces-
sarily refer to a universe of knowledge. It is thus necessary
to reaffirm the historical distinction between the acqui-
sition phase and the data interpretation phase [28] while
taking into account the relations of dependence that exist
between these two stages. To give an example, many pat-
rimonial buildings testify an intensive use by their builders
of the concept of moulding. The importance of this con-
cept is, for the architectural theory, largely established: it
is described there initially as an essential tool in the com-
position of the shapes, but also as the means by which
the shape gathers sense, by which the shape adds to its
geometry properties of significant expression – softening,
underlining, etc. In this direction, the coherence of the
procedures of digital processing compared to the codes
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Fig. 1. Representation of the
Tuscan order in the John Shute’s
treaty “The First and Chief
Grounds of Architecture”. Lon-
don, 1563
of the architectural representation constitutes an import-
ant issue we will address. In this article, we present an
approach and the tools we have developed for the geo-
metrical and semantic description of classical architecture
elements. This approach guides the development of two
applications:1 a tool for the three-dimensional reconstruc-
tion of buildings, starting from a joint acquisition by laser
scanning and photography, and a system for consulting on
1 For more information see http://www.map.archi.fr/nubes.
the Internet of the surveying and of the representations.
This article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
basic concepts for the understanding of geometrical na-
ture of elements of classical language. Section 3 describes
a generic formalism for geometrical and semantic descrip-
tion of profiled elements while Sect. 4 tackles the problem
of the semantic structuring of the model with the aim of
exploiting the description model for multiple objectives of
analysis.
2 Basic concepts to understand the geometrical
nature of the elements of classical architecture
2.1 Architectural surveying as a reverse-engineering
process
The analysis of an architectural shape may be led by the
identification of the process allowing its geometrical con-
struction. However, the codes of architectural represen-
tation can always help in this stage which remains the
most difficult phase of building reconstruction. To give
an example one can quote the geometrical representa-
tion of a column (see Fig. 1). This element, far from be-
ing a simple cylinder, is characterized by a pace (trun-
cated, bent bottom, bent third, or reinflated) and transi-
tions as the cimbia (moulding softening the meeting of
the shaft with the base) or the astragale (body of mould-
ings separating the capital from the shaft) [23]. More-
over, certain proportions regulate its dimensions [9]. This
type of observation can be made for almost every part
of a building. The study of the form has a double final-
ity: the first one is the representation, the second one is
the surveying of the object. If one analyzes these two mo-
ments of the analysis, one easily realizes that they are in
a strictly interdependent relation which is neither hierarch-
ical, nor sequential. To draw an element its shape should
be known, to know its shape it should be measured, but
to measure it, it is necessary to decipher its geometri-
cal nature [18]. In this sense, one of the most effective
ways to define the architectural surveying is to regard it
as the rebuilding of the project. The surveying is indeed
a reverse process in which, starting from an existing ob-
ject, one rebuilds the process of its realization, and one
interprets the idea of design which is upstream of its real-
ization.
2.2 Five key concepts to understand the geometrical
nature of classical buildings
The application of the geometry to the description and
analysis of the architectural shape obliges to reduce the
multiplicity to intelligibility. Examples of this approach
may be found in various fields and applied to the geomet-
rical understanding of shapes or varied phenomena [4]. In
the same way, starting from a geometrical analysis of the
various parts of a building and by having as an objective
its geometrical and semantic description, we have pro-
posed a method for the geometrical reconstruction starting
from profiles [5]. This method is founded on the analysis
of invariant and morphological specificities one can ex-
tract from a semantic cutting of the building. We saw that
throughout the history of architecture, the morphological
complexity of the shapes was always influenced by the
methods of geometrical control that made their conception
possible. Examples of these methods are the descriptive
geometry [20], or stereotomy [6, 34]. Based on a study
of the principles subjacent to these control methods of
the architectural shape, one can then identify on one side
relevant information to extract from a survey (profiles in
a point cloud for example) and on the other side the pro-
cess of construction better adapted to ensure the geometri-
cal restitution of the elements.
Here, starting from an analysis of the architectural
treaties relating the classical language [1, 21, 29], we iden-
tify five key concepts for understanding the geometrical
nature of classical buildings and for the restitution of their
shape.
• Dominant surface. Each building presents a dominant
surface which characterizes its space extension and its
principal internal divisions (see Fig. 2).
• Transition. In the classical language, architectural
shapes are based on geometrical transitions. Profiles
Fig. 2. Reconstruction of a dominant surface
shared by two elements are then to be distinguish in
the general composition. In the specific case of the 3D
reconstruction, the problem consists in identifying the
transitions between the elements throughout a dominant
direction (see Fig. 3).
• Plans of construction. For Quintrand et al. [24], al-
though the objects handled by the architects during
the centuries are primarily three-dimensional, figurative
practice in design always has as support the plan. The
profiles extracted from relevant plans (see Fig. 4) thus
constitute the descriptors of surfaces that can be gen-
erated by traditional functions of modeling (sweeping,
revolution, interpolation, etc.).
• Repetition. The composition of a great number of ar-
chitectural buildings is based on the distribution of
repeated elements. These elements are often organized
following geometrical layouts: symmetry, rhythm and
other rules of composition can for example organize
elements following a dominant direction. Moreover,
these repetitions can interest various scales: the hier-
archical relations that the architectural composition
expresses organize the typified elements around the
concepts of order, module, stage, or frontage. With re-
gard to the classical language this organization results
from the fundamental principles of the architectural
composition [36].
• Mouldings. Understanding the role the mouldings play
in the definition of the shape of classical architecture
elements is essential [33]. Firstly, that makes it possible
to rebuild profiles by comparing them with a description
language that belongs to the architectural representa-
tion. Secondly, that makes it possible to describe the
building as a collection of objects identified by a precise
Fig. 3. Reconstruction of a transition
Fig. 4. Reconstruction of an architectural element by construction
plans
vocabulary. Finally it makes it possible to better inter-
pret the data of the surveying and to avoid producing
profiles deprived of sense from the point of view of the
architectural analysis.
To treat in a relevant way the restitution of the profiled
elements, it is now necessary to look further into the as-
pects concerning the role of architectural knowledge in the
interpretation of the shape.
2.3 Mouldings: atomic units of the classical architecture
The problem of the formalization of the geometrical na-
ture of architectonic objects consists above all in the iden-
tification of the atomic entities that compose them. How-
ever, a classification of these basic elements cannot be
led by an analysis of the morphology that refers to the
descriptive systems used for their design. It is thus ne-
cessary to call upon the treaties of architecture, according
to the period the studied object belongs to. Rattner [26]
developed a classification of the mouldings showing in
a systematic way the role they play in the design of clas-
Fig. 5. Classification of mouldings of the classical language suggested by Rattner [26]
sical buildings. The author defines the mouldings as the
smallest physical units – the atoms – of the classical ar-
chitecture and provides a way to understand the shape of
the architectural elements according to their combination.
This classification is based on a variety of 14 mouldings
(see Fig. 5) and uses several criteria of regrouping. At the
most elementary level, one can gather this variety of atoms
according to the analysis of the shape. One distinguishes
initially the straight mouldings, then the concave ones, the
convex ones and finally the complex (see Fig. 5 from the
left column to the right). One can also gather the same
variety of mouldings, according to their architectural func-
tion in the composition of the building. In Fig. 6a a basic
moulding is first used as a visual “foot” with the weight
of the wall that rises above. Then it modulates the tran-
sition between the vertical and horizontal planes of the
wall and floor, and finally it punctuates the bottom of the
wall.
In Fig. 6b, the entablature, as all the elements extended
on a important dimension (vertical or horizontal) of the
frontage, aim to create structurally significant divisions
of surface. In Fig. 6c, while it is illogical to have two
different scales in a particular sequence of mouldings, it
is common to have profiled elements pertaining to vari-
ous scales. In the classical buildings one generally distin-
guishes two main scales that mark the relation between
human and architectural dimension. From a geometrical
point of view, the aspect that interests us most is certainly
the coordination – the relative localization of a moulding,
like its proportions, implies the coordination of various
parts to compose an ordered unit. This is usually reached
by means of alignments of plans. In the example of a base
(see Fig. 7), when a torus is placed above a plinth, its ex-
ternal point is typically aligned to the prolonged vertical
plan of the surmounted element. A horizontal axis on the
basis of the barycenter of the torus in intersection with this
Fig. 6. Diagram illustrating the role of mouldings in the composi-
tion of a classical building. Illustration elaborated on a drawing of
the Scamozzi’s treaty. Venice, 1615
plan then identifies the point of tangency of the half-round
pearl that characterizes its profile.
3 Formalization of architectural primitives
3.1 General remarks
In this section, we present the method developed to for-
malize architectural primitives starting from the analysis
of historical sources. The starting point of the formaliza-
tion lies in the observation of the geometrical nature of
the majority of classical elements. Indeed, in several cases,
their shape derives from the revolution around an axis
or the extrusion of a profile with a strongly ordered and
connected geometry. The definition of our approach of for-
malization takes into account three distinct dimensions:
• The interpretation of knowledge relating to the shape
• The definition of the methods allowing its geometrical
modeling
• The identification of the relations between the constitu-
tive parts of the shape
Fig. 7. Construction of the Composite order in the Blum’s treaty.
Zurich, 1550
Several authors contributed to the classification of profiled
elements [12, 23, 26]. These classifications concentrate,
however, on the analysis of the composition language
over a specific period. Moreover, as the authors indicate
it, a certain number of mouldings results from the combi-
nation of basic mouldings. With the geometry like central
point of view, a comparative analysis of the traditional
mouldings enables us to extract a series of reports:
• Any moulding results from a combination of linear seg-
ments and/or arcs.
• Any transition in a profile (or inside a moulding) is
based on the orthogonality between two construction
plans.
• Any curved part in a moulding (concave or convex) re-
sults from the deformation of its bounding box or from
a polycentric construction of tangent arcs.
In regard to the surfaces of a profiled element, one can
observe that:
• Any surface results from a generating profile and a dir-
ecting path.
• The generating profile and the directing path are always
in condition of orthogonality (even when the second one
is a curve).
• Any directing path results from the combination of the
same geometrical entities that compose the mouldings,
on a different scale.
It is on these reports that we base our approach of the an-
alysis of the formalization of knowledge related to the ar-
chitectural shape, with an aim of extracting the fundamen-
tal principles of its geometrical construction. However, the
shape division resulting from the requirements of geomet-
rical modeling is inevitably not coherent with the one that
allows its semantic description. An architectural term can
for example identify a part of the object whose surfaces
are generated starting from two distinct modeling proced-
ures. To solve this problem we organize the formalization
of the element according to the relations between two par-
allel levels of description: geometrical and semantic. The
first makes it possible to rebuild the shape in three dimen-
sions; the second makes it possible to organize its parts ac-
cording to the vocabulary of the architect. As we have the
requirement to handle the entities we formalize in three
dimensions, we base our approach on the development of
a network of nodes developed in MEL (Maya Embedded
Language). A node is a structure that can organize, receive
and provide information through its attributes. A polygo-
nal surface or NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines)
can be recorded in a node in the form of an attribute. By
connecting simple nodes a computation channel is created
in the DG (dependency graph) that will produce the final
result. The DG is based on a push-pull model: when one
provides data to a node, it causes an update of all the nodes
which receive and/or process these data [13].
3.2 Geometrical description
With an aim of extending the framework of formaliza-
tion to a higher number of cases (possibly relative to
Fig. 8. Geometrical atoms for the construction of mouldings of classical architecture
other historical periods) we introduce a level of descrip-
tion lower than that of the mouldings: geometrical atoms.
They constitute a set of geometrical primitives that, by
combining, allow the reproduction of any kind of mould-
ing of the classical architecture language (see Fig. 8).
These atoms are the only entities of the formalization
for which we provide geometrical information (control
points of a line or of a curve): indeed, the generation of
the whole surface of the element is based exclusively
on constraint relations, grouping operations and model-
ing functions. Geometrical description is based on the
relations between three types of nodes which describe
the construction of the element from the definition of its
geometrical atoms until the complete generation of its
surfaces.
• Atoms. This node is characterized by a structure of
information concerning the geometrical construction,
spatial transformation and constraints of an atomic
entity.
• Profiles. This level allows grouping the mouldings ac-
cording to the plans of construction.
• Surfaces. This level uses specific nodes for the gener-
ation of surfaces starting from the profiles.
3.2.1 First level: geometrical atoms
A node atom contains essential information for its repre-
sentation in space (position, rotation, scale) and controls
four under-nodes which share attributes (see Fig. 9):
• The bounding box constitutes a deformable support on
which an atom is built. It is based on a 9-point grid that
is also used as dimensional unit of reference.
• The origin defines the first control point of the geomet-
rical atom.
Fig. 9. Diagram of relations of the “geometrical atom” node’s attributes
Fig. 10. Diagram of attribute connections between two “geometrical atom” nodes
• The anchoring defines its last control point and is ex-
ploited to constrain the position of the atom that is con-
nected to it.
• The geometrical representation contains the control
point of a B-spline curve defining the geometry of the
atom.
3.2.2 Second level: profiles and paths
The second geometrical level of description results from
a combination of atoms. This combination is based on
Fig. 11. Construction of a moulding by combination of a set of geometrical atoms
an upward aggregation according to the vertical axis of
a construction plan and it is carried out by a heritage of
the position attribute (translation vector): the origin node
of an atom is constrained with the anchoring node of
the atom which precedes it in the chain (see Fig. 10). To
generate profiles, on each level of the progressive com-
bination, we modify the attributes of width and height
of the corresponding atom. These attributes deform the
bounding box of the atom to which the geometrical rep-
resentation is connected. Figure 11 shows the modeling
of one of the most complex mouldings: the beak. The re-
grouping of the atoms in profiles is established according
to the common modeling functions. For most elements
Fig. 12. A vertical profile and two horizontal build by combination
of geometrical atoms
two profiles are sufficient. It is necessary to identify the
generator and the director of surface. As in the case of
the generating profile node, the directing path node can
also be defined by combination of geometrical atoms (see
Fig. 12).
3.2.3 Third level: surfaces
This level of the geometrical description is based on the
concept of construction history: a property of our devel-
opment environment that we exploit to save information
concerning the entries of a modeling process. Surface is
indeed generated by a modeling function node (linear,
curved or combined extrusion), which receives geometri-
cal information from a generating profile node and a dir-
ecting path node. Once the surface is generated the two
entry nodes are consequently connected to the node sur-
face. That allows updating the surface according to each
transformation of an atom. We base the procedures of
modeling on three extrusion functions (see Fig. 13). In
the three cases the geometry of the generating profile is
swept along the directing path. The alternatives relate to
the composition of the directing path and the degree of
the resulting surface. We break up the directing path ac-
cording to this last attribute. The generation of surface
advances per piece, and, when a change of degree (from 1◦
to 3◦ or vice versa) is detected, a new surface is created
in agreement with the degree of the directing path. This
new surface uses as generating profile the last isoparamet-
ric curve of the preceding surface. That ensures continuity
between the various pieces of surface. The same tech-
nique is used to create planar filling on the ends of the
surfaces.
3.2.4 An example of formalization: a doric capital from
the Palladio’s treaty
Figure 14 shows the geometrical construction of a doric
capital described in the Palladio’s treaty [21] and obtained
by a simple combination of geometrical atoms gathered
in two generating profiles and extruded along two direct-
ing paths. For the formalization of the element, we use
the description provided by the author and on the relative
drawing (see Fig. 15): we connect node atoms according
to the described mouldings. Once the mouldings are suit-
ably proportioned – this is possible at the same time by
using the dimensions present on the drawing – we gather
them in two generating profile nodes according to the re-
spective modeling procedures.
3.3 Semantic description
Semantic description is defined by a structure of concepts
organized around geometrical description. The nodes
of the semantic description are connected on one side
to an architectural term, and on the other they gather
Fig. 13. Modeling functions for the surface generation
the geometrical description elements in a hierarchical
structure: atoms/mouldings/parts of the profile/profile.
In MEL the hierarchical relations can be formalized by
the DAG (direct acyclic graph). These relations spe-
cifically relate to the simple transformations in space.
To give an example, in a hierarchical relation, the at-
tributes of position, rotation and scale of the son entity
are expressed in the local reference mark of the par-
ent entity. That enables us to select, handle or deform
the parts of the element according to a semantic cut-
ting. In its treaty of architecture Palladio provides the
thesaurus to describe the various parts of the examined
object: “ . . . The capital ought to be in height half the
diameter of the column, and is to be divided into three
parts. The upper part is given to the abaco and cima-
cio. The cimacio is two of the five parts thereof, which
must be divided into three parts; with the one the listello
is made, and with the other two the gola. The second
principal part is divided into three equal parts, one to be
given to the anelli or annulets, or gradetti, which three
are equal. The other two remain for the ovolo, which
projects two thirds of its height. The third part is for the
Collarino . . . ” [21].
In Fig. 16 one can notice the differences between log-
ics of cutting between the geometrical and the semantic
description of the formalized element. First of all it is
noticed that an architectural atom (moulding) often re-
sults from a series of geometrical atoms. Then one can
observe that geometrical description must take into ac-
count all discontinuities along the profile (on the two
axes) and to separate the transitions, concave and convex,
from the linear segments with which they are in continu-
Fig. 14. Geometrical description of a Doric capital starting from the Palladio’s treaty
ity. On the other hand a semantic description results from
the assignment of an architectural term to the parts of
the object according only to a vertical division. The ar-
chitectural term identifying a moulding indeed indicates
a transition in surface from the element, but it does not
specify with precision its space perimeter, nor all the geo-
metrical atoms that belong to him. We deduce from it that
a semantic description relates to a mental representation of
the shape that it is not always sufficient for an exhaus-
tive description of its morphology. That justifies a part of
our approach: we add a semantic layer to a geometrical
representation. But that suggests at the same time the dif-
ficulty that an opposite approach can pose (to generate
a geometrical representation starting from a semantic de-
scription). We used formalized primitives for two distinct
applications:
• To instantiate architectural primitives in a point cloud
with the double aim of reconstructing the shape of the
analyzed element and automatically obtaining relevant
measurements
• To constitute a library of architectural elements by the
simple declaration of a sequence of mouldings
In the first case, one builds a semantic layer on the geo-
metrical representation of a scanned object. In the second
case, one builds a geometrical representation starting from
a semantic description.
3.4 Instantiation of architectural primitives in a point
cloud
The concept of construction history, on which our formal-
ization approach is based, guarantees the relationship be-
Fig. 15. Description of the Doric capital in the Palladio’s treaty [21]
Fig. 16. Semantic descrip-
tion of a Doric capital start-
ing from the Palladio’s treaty
tween atoms and generated surfaces. This property is ex-
ploited by a process of instantiation based on three stages.
• In the first, one introduces into the scene the primitive
inside a bounding box formed by a deformable paral-
lelepiped and including two intersection planes accord-
ing to the horizontal and the vertical construction profile
of the primitive. Translations, rotations and scaling can
be applied to the whole primitive and its positioning can
be controlled in real time on the two intersection planes.
In this stage, one simply seeks to locate the ends of the
Fig. 17. First stage of instantiation of the primitive. From left to right: the horizontal intersection plans, the primitive in the point cloud,
the vertical intersection plan
Fig. 18. Second stage of the instantiation of the primitive: under-constraint deformation of geometrical atoms
element without being concerned with effective coinci-
dences between the primitive and the point cloud (see
Fig. 17).
• The second stage consists in deforming under-constraint
the geometrical atoms of the primitive. This stage also
exploits the intersection planes. The logic of deforma-
tion follows an upward sequence. Thanks to the chain
of formalized constraints, the deformations applied to
the first atom determine the update of the positions on
the remainder of the chain (see Fig. 18). The degrees
of freedom of each atom are defined in the moment
Fig. 19a,b. The primitive instantied on the point cloud. On the left b, the vertical profile with dimensional information. On the right a,
the primitive projected on a photography oriented on the point cloud
of formalization. However, in the case of the applica-
tion of a rotation, the deformation of surfaces can cause
a degradation of the final form of the primitive. For this
reason it would also be necessary to take into account
the formalization of constraints of orientation (limits of
displacement, rotation and deformation of the geomet-
rical atoms).
• The third stage (optional) allows controlling the low-
est level of geometrical description: atoms. In this
case, the transformations can be applied to the con-
trol points of B-splines. This stage is important to
finely adapt the profiles on the point cloud: indeed,
the deformations applied to the geometrical atoms
in the second stage of instantiation process relate to
the bounding boxes that contains them. That consti-
tutes an important limitation if one wants to adapt the
profiles of the primitive to the co-ordinates resulting
from the laser scanning. Indeed, each part of the sur-
veyed shape presents various imperfections due to the
decay of materials or more simply to the errors of
realization.
Thanks to a hybrid registration of different sources [5], the
whole procedure of instantiation can also exploit an ori-
ented photograph as visual support where the point cloud
remains a limited support of interpretation (see Fig. 19a).
This procedure is currently manual, but its organization in
progressive stages of adjustment offers the possibility of
integrating automatisms. Finally, the relations established
between the two levels of description (geometrical and
semantic) enable us to extract from the geometrical rep-
resentation a set of relevant dimensional information (see
Fig. 19b). For example, after the instantiation process, we
can know the height of the abaco of the capital instead of
the simple distance between two points.
3.5 Modeling of architectural primitives per declaration
of mouldings
Another type of exploitation of our approach relates to
the constitution of a library of elements by simple dec-
larations of a sequence of mouldings. We focused on the
problem of adapting the declarative modeling approach
[17] for the semi-automatic generation of profiled elem-
ents of classical architecture. Selected logic is based on
the sequential aggregation of mouldings forming a profile
in an upward order and according to the principal parts of
the object. For better explaining our problem we show the
example of the balusters. The baluster is a small vertical
element normally divided into three parts (base, body and
capital) and whose form is generally based on the revolu-
tion of a profile around a vertical axis (see Fig. 20). This
revolution can have various levels of smoothing starting
from a horizontal square, hexagonal, octagonal or circular
profile. According to the cases, different horizontal pro-
files can represent the shape of the various parts of the
element. From the identification of this simple structure
of description, a big variety of balusters can be described
(see Fig. 21). An in-depth study on this element is pro-
vided by Wittkover [35]. The procedure developed allows
to automatically generate balusters starting from a sequen-
tial description of mouldings associated with a path. For
the dimensioning of the atomic units three strategies are
possible:
Fig. 20. The modeling of a baluster
by declaration of a sequence of geo-
metrical atoms
• Introduction of the dimensional attributes to the nodes
atoms according to information contained into the doc-
umentary source
• Deformation of the atoms and the path on a two-
dimensional support (digitized treaty of architecture)
• Deformation of the atoms and the path on a point cloud
of a scanned element
Fig. 21. Balusters modeled by declaration of a sequence of geometrical atoms
Fig. 22. Bases modeled by declaration of a sequence of mouldings
Another approach that we experimented uses an aggrega-
tion of entities of a higher nature, the mouldings. In this
case, the geometrical primitives are geometrical sets of
atoms already connected in groups. This king of modeling
per declaration appears very effective for the geometri-
cal construction of entities by a declaration of a sequence
of architectural terms (mouldings) and without a direct
handling of the geometry. For example, the base is an
element characterized by a sequence of mouldings in rev-
olution around the vertical axis: its modeling can result
from the simple list of the mouldings composing its gen-
erating profile. Figure 22 illustrates three bases modeled
starting from the declaration of a sequence of mouldings.
3.6 Library of elements
One of the most important advantages of our formaliza-
tion approach resides in the possibility of separating the
description of the elements from their geometrical rep-
resentation. That makes possible the exploitation of the
same description by various procedures of geometrical in-
terpretation and also preserves the data independently of
a specific modeling language. Indeed, several methods of
geometrical translation could be studied with an aim of
exploiting the collected information. We developed a solu-
tion for sharing a library of elements based on the interac-
tion between a relational database and a 3D modeler. This
procedure interprets the descriptions stored in the database
by translating them into a MEL script. The recording in
the data base organizes the geometrical and parametric
description of each entity according to a pre-established
structure with five fields (atoms, constraints, profiles, sur-
faces and vocabulary terms). We intend to entirely re-
produce this structure in XML format. A MEL function
allows introducing a web browser inside an interface lay-
Fig. 23. Diagram of relations between the data base and the 3D modeler
out. This browser can receive MEL scripts starting from
an URL. For the automatic generation of a primitive a PHP
procedure extracts the values stored in the database and
uses them to generate a modeling script in MEL. Once
generated, the primitive keeps the relation with their con-
struction history allowing under-constraints deformations
(see Fig. 23).
4 Model structuring and multi-representation
4.1 The building as a system of knowledge
To associate semantics to the architectural shape forces
above all to regard the building as a system of knowledge,
then to extract a model from it description, and finally to
define its representation according to the objectives of the
analysis. A system of architectural knowledge can be de-
scribed as a collection of structured objects identified by
a precise vocabulary [19, 24]. Several researches concen-
trated on the development of classifications of architec-
tural elements in theoretical frameworks [32] or in appli-
cations of the geometrical modeling [11, 19]. Beyond the
identification of the architectural primitives, the descrip-
tion of the structuring of these elements in an ordered unit
requires observations of a more complex nature. Goulette
[14] identified three types of relations between the elem-
ents one can find into the vocabulary of the architect:
• Topological relations. They are the relations that ex-
press the relative positioning of an element, or a part of
element, inside a unit device.
• Part-unit relations. The description of a building can be
led by regrouping simple elements in a unitary whole
or ordered sets. These relations express the hierarch-
ical organization which one can read in the composition
of a building: the elements started from a homogeneous
whole, itself being able to have started from a unit of
a higher nature.
• Composition relations. They are diagrams of compo-
sition resting on a set of rules controlling the relative
positioning and the dimensioning of a set of elements in
a general geometrical layout.
We turn our attention on part-unit relations because the
other types of relations relate rather to the problems of
architectural composition than to the analysis of existing
buildings where these relations are already explicit. We
distinguish three types of part-unit relations:
• Piece-all. The piece-all relations express the way in
which the under-parts of an object are organized to form
a single element. The treaties of architecture normally
offer a term for each under-part of the element. This
cutting corresponds sometimes to the true physical di-
visions of the object, and in other cases, it refers to the
geometrical transitions that the shape expresses.
• Member-collection. These types of relations are at the
base of typological classifications. Compared to the
identification of a type, these relations can gather the
elements of categories according to comparison criteria.
In architecture, these classifications are based normally
on the study of the stylistic currents related to historical
periods or geographical areas.
• Component-assembly. They are relations that character-
ize the logic of presentation of treaties of classical ar-
chitecture. They express the architectural sets according
to a logic based on the analysis of the composition of
the building. The composition of “harmonious” sets is
led by principles of scheduling like proportions, rhythm
and symmetry.
4.2 Semantic description of existing buildings
In the research we just quoted, it is obvious that the logic
of the semantic cutting of a building is always constrained
to the description of ideal models. These approaches are
indeed founded on the structuring of symbolic shapes.
However our objective consists in adding a semantic layer
to the description of the morphology of existing buildings.
Blaise [2] showed that for the architectural analysis, ap-
proaches of classification by intension (association of an
ideal model to a real element) are sometimes incompati-
ble with the requirements of architectural heritage studies,
whereas approaches by extension (extraction and group-
ing of descriptors common to several elements) seem more
relevant. In fact, the architectural element, as a symbolic
shape, belongs indeed mainly to the field of the mental
representation [14]: it is an abstracted object used to think
and conceive an architectural project. Moreover, it should
be noticed that knowledge that intervenes in a semantic
cutting of a building always relates to an objective of an-
alysis. As an example (see Fig. 24) the logic of cutting
according to the vocabulary of the architect is in con-
trast with divisions between the physical units that make
the object: divisions between the base, the shaft and the
capital of the column do not coincide with the physi-
Fig. 24. Ambiguities between the vocabulary of the architect and
physical divisions of the elements
cal borders of the elements. The astragale and the cim-
bia, which in the vocabulary of the architect constitute
the ends of the shaft of the column, form, in the car-
ried out building, part of the capital and respectively the
base (due probably to problems of realization). This type
of ambiguity explains the difficulties that a semantic de-
scription may meet within a framework of structuring of
three-dimensional entities of buildings. With the aim of
designing a methodological framework for the representa-
tion of buildings based on their semantic description, we
introduce the “point of view” as a concept determining the
structuring of the model. The concept of point of view in-
cludes three aspects:
• The use of a vocabulary to isolate elements from the
building
• The identification of a logic for the regrouping of these
elements in a coherent unit
• The choice of a type of representation able to extract
from the shape the information necessary to the analysis
In agreement with the principles introduced by Falcidieno
et al. [8], we built around the morphology of the building
a description model defined by three distinct levels: se-
mantics, structure, representation. Consequently, we dis-
tinguish three phases passing from the restitution of the
morphology of the object to its possible representations.
• Semantic level. A first phase consists of isolating con-
cepts (terms of description) and associating to them
parts of the shape. That underlines the need to lead
a morphological cutting according to a precise vocabu-
lary used by a specific analysis (see Fig. 25).
• Structural level. The second phase makes it possible to
establish a graph of relations between these concepts
Fig. 25. Morphological cuttings of the analyzed object according to two different analyses: the vocabulary of the architect and the
construction techniques
and to organize the elements of the scene compared to
a requirement of description. To support this phase we
use a symbolic notation, in 3D space, of the part-unit re-
lations established between the isolated elements. We
use as a starting point the logic of structuring introduced
by Heine [15]. A 3D graph (tree structure in space),
whose configuration depends on the handling (hierarch-
ical relations) of a set of terms in a list, is established
using specifically defined nodes (see Fig. 26):
◦ A morphological entity, which results from a se-
mantic cutting, constitutes a concept identified by the
user for the description of the building which can
Fig. 26. 3D graph for the semantic description of the building
be associated to one or more geometrical representa-
tions.
◦ A finalized group is a node that gathers morpholog-
ical entities and does not have a geometrical repre-
sentation. Its spatial extension results indeed from the
union of the bounding boxes including the entities
that belong to it.
◦ A reference mark indicates a particular aspect inside
a morphological entity. For example the moulding of
an element, a character of a low-relief, or the decay of
a material, etc.
• Representation level. The last phase allows associating
various representations to the same morphological en-
tity according to various objectives of description. Start-
Fig. 27. Multiple representations organized around a morphological entity
ing from three geometrical bases (points, curves, poly-
hedrons), we classify various types of representations
(basic and colored point clouds, depth maps, parametri-
cal surfaces, enriched polyhedrons, etc.) focusing on the
type of description they allow, the techniques necessary
to their generation and the information they convey (see
Fig. 27).
As we will see, this division confers an important de-
gree of freedom in the exploitation of the data result-
ing from the surveying of the building because, start-
ing from the same geometrical model, one can work
out various semantic descriptions that exploit a multi-
representation system. Moreover, the model of description
of the building is not only used for the structuring of
the three-dimensional model, but may become the com-
mon denominator for the establishment of bilateral re-
lations between morphology of the object and heteroge-
neous information.
4.3 Points of view on the building
Various researches concentrate today on the multi-repre-
sentations of entities in various research fields. Among
this works, some are applied to cartography [31]. In
this case, the multi-representations of two-dimensional
entities are exploited to guarantee a level of graphic in-
formation adequate to a given scale. Others exploit the
multi-representations to structure various levels of poly-
hedric complexity according to the various exploitations
of the same 3D model [16]. All these works organize
several representations of the same object while being
always based on the same geometrical base (2D vec-
tors or 3D polygons). The difference among the multiple
representations thus relates to the quantity of geometri-
cal information they contain. However, the analysis of
the architectural heritage can use techniques of repre-
sentation that exploit various geometrical bases. It is
therefore important to introduce a distinction between
the concepts of resolution and representation: a repre-
sentation results from a development technique that al-
lows describing the shape of an object according to
a geometrical base and to a resolution level. A second
problem relates to the possibility of making the col-
lected data and information accessible to an import-
ant variety of users (researchers, administrators, general
public, etc.). To do this, a representation system must
necessarily reflect the various points of view of disci-
plines that are interested in the study of the building,
its conservation and its valorization. Division between
three parallel levels of description (semantic, structure
and representation) can thus be exploited to construct
a representation of the building according to a specific
Fig. 28. Four “points of view” on the studied object elaborated starting from the same morphological cutting
need of analysis. The logic of the system is based on
the requirement of declining the structure of descrip-
tion to allow the true freedom of data organization. Fig-
ure 28 presents four different “points of view” of the
same architectural object constructed with our description
approach.
5 Conclusions
The problems tackled in this article relates to an approach
to understanding, reconstructing, structuring and repre-
senting architectural elements. This approach suggests an-
swers to a certain number of problems in the field of the
architectural representation, but it presents some gaps that
must be analyzed. Indeed, even if the restitution of the
shape based on a priori models can appear as an inter-
esting solution for the dimensional comparison of repet-
itive elements, its implementation presents problems not
yet solved. The positioning of the architectural primitive
in the point-cloud is currently based on arbitrary estima-
tions of the user. With an aim of making this procedure
more robust it will be necessary to implement best-fit tech-
niques according to various aspects: surfaces [7], charac-
teristic profiles [22] or construction history [25]. In the
Fig. 29. Ideal models (in wireframe) instantiated on the archaeological rests (reconstructed) of the Roman theater in Arles
same spirit, the methods using graph grammar for the
automatic rebuilding of shapes [10] could be taken into
account.
The principle introduced for the description of the
building was tested only on buildings of classical lan-
guage whose architectural composition is characterized
by a clear organization of the composing elements. Other
stylistic currents are likely to be studied by a formaliza-
tion of this type. In the same way, it is necessary to hold
into account the composition relations, which rest on a set
of rules controlling the relative positioning and the dimen-
sioning of elements in a general geometrical layout. This
aspect may, in the same time, appear relevant to under-
standing the architectural composition that characterizes
an existing building and to the development of restitu-
tion assumptions of a partially or totally destroyed build-
ing. The problem consists of formalizing the proportion
systems that interest the buildings of a great part of the
history of architecture [30]. This type of reasoning may
for example be applied to the representation of restitution
assumptions resulting from a comparison between ideal
models and reconstructed fragments [3] (see Fig. 29). In
this direction, the concept of multi-representation could
play an important role: to organize around the description
of the building a set of representations corresponding to
the various levels of its hypothetical restitution.
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